


Reach people who might not even know your 
website exists.

Discovery

Millions upon millions of people converge 
because of these social networks.  Leverage 
that…

Influence



The definition of a social bookmarking site. It is now a part of Yahoo!

Similar: ClipMarks, BlinkList, Furl



Save a page you like.

How does it work?

Add Notes and Tags (word/s used to describe the page)

People can discover pages by tags / network / popularity.



Lists
What works?

Resources (How-To’s)
Tools



Influence people.  (ex. RSS feeds.)
Advantages for Marketers



Advantages for Marketers
Enough saves in a short period of time = Del.icio.us 
popular and homepages (which can lead to between 2K – 10K 
visitors over 24 hours)



Advantages for Marketers
Might be integrated into Yahoo’s search results
(quality indicator)



Case Study



Over 650 people bookmarked it

9500 visitors in first 24 hours plus a few hundred per 
month since

Helped to build over 800 links to this page



A web browser plug-in that allows its users to discover 
and rate web-pages, photos, & videos. 

Close to 4.5 Million users.

Similar: None



Toolbar which allows you to rate a website as thumbs up or down and 
view relevant websites (by clicking Stumble!) based on your own 
preferences.

How does it work?

Discover web pages: “Vote” for them / tag them / review them.



What works?



Catch Stumblers “eyes” quickly
What works?

Videos and images work very well – as do eclectic 
pages.



Advantages for Marketers
Good way to build rapid & consistent traffic.

Increase your audience base.

Increase RSS subscriptions.

Tags show up in search results.



Example



Results
68,522 visitors spread out over 90 days.

Over 38,000 visited more than 3 pages.

Helped build over 600 links to the page.



A user driven social content website. “Democratically 
driven news.  Over 1 million registered users and 25 
million + uniques per month.

Similar: Reddit, Propeller, Shoutwire



Articles, images & videos are submitted by users, and 
then promoted to the front page based on popularity.

How does it work?



Lists
What works?

Technology / Politics / Health / Business

Self help / how to get around things



Advantages for Marketers
Traffic: Typically between 10,000 and 60,000 visitors a 24 
hour period.

Exposure: Getting in front of thousands of new people 
(who wouldn’t have come into contact with your brand normally.)

It’s ability to influence.























Case Study



Case Study
151 comments with the majority being positive



Case Study
Over 20,000 unique visitors in 24 hours from Digg.com



Spreads to other social networks



Spreads to Influential Blogs



Results
Over 1000 natural links built.



Results
Over 100,000 visitors over 24 hours.



Results
Over 200 new email list signups.



Results
12 new bookings from blog referrals.



75,000+ visitors from Google to this page in 9 months.



Promote great content.

Build your networks.

Contribute to the communities.

Make the sites work together.

Have good hosting.




